What’s Missing? – Rephrase
Change the following sentences so that the meaning in the new sentence becomes as close as
possible to the original one, using the word given in bold. You must use between three and
five words in each gap, including the word given. Contractions count as two words. Do not
change the word given. Your sentences must be grammatically and stylistically correct. There
are two examples below to help you.

Examples:
He realised that a window had been left open.
someone
He realised that ____________________________ a window open.
(He realised that someone had left a window open)

The famous trade union activist and songwriter Joe Hill was born and raised in
Sweden.
origin
Joe Hill, the famous trade union activist and songwriter, was
____________________________.
(Joe Hill, the famous trade union activist and songwriter, was of Swedish origin)

1

The City Council claims it will build a new bypass before 2020.
built
The new bypass ____________________________ before 2020, the City Council
claims.

2

People always had opinions on the way Mrs Thatcher, the British Prime Minister,
dressed. This never happened to her male colleagues.
judged
Mrs Thatcher, the British Prime Minister, ____________________________ on the
way she dressed. This never happened to her male colleagues.

3

The new candidate managed to collect enough signatures to mount a campaign.
succeeded
The new candidate ____________________________ enough signatures to mount a
campaign.
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4

Florence Nightingale tended many dying soldiers who were actually more concerned
about their families at home than about their own wellbeing.
greatest
Florence Nightingale tended many dying soldiers ____________________________
was actually about their families at home and not about themselves.

5

The report fails to provide an explanation of what has caused the changes.
account
The report _________________________________ the cause of the changes.

6

The Government has started an investigation so as not to jump to conclusions about
what caused the plane crash.
rather
The task of the Government commission is to find out the truth about the plane crash,
_______________________________ its decisions on assumptions.

7

Being a pedestrian in the world’s fourth most populous city, Mexico City, is to risk
one’s neck on a daily basis.
constantly
Pedestrians in Mexico City, the world’s fourth most populous city,
____________________________ of being involved in fatal accidents.

8

People quickly responded to an appeal by aid workers to help supply the refugees with
food and clothing.
request
Aid workers ____________________________ food and clothing for refugees, and the
general public readily complied.

9

If the agreement is approved, all junior doctors will move over to the new terms
between August and December.
implemented
If the agreement is approved, the new terms_________________________________
between August and December.
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What’s Missing? – Rephrase: Bedömningsanvisningar
Ordet i fetstil måste vara med och får inte ändras. Poängavdrag för stavningsfel görs ej.
1 poäng

1 poäng (acc)

0 poäng

1

will be built;
is (going) to be built

2

was always/constantly
(being) judged (based)

3

succeeded in collecting/
getting/gathering

succeeded to collect;
succeeded in acquiring/gaining/
achieving/obtaining

4

whose greatest concern

the/their greatest concern;
whose greatest concerns;
whose greatest fear

5

does not/doesn’t account
for; fails to account for;
lacks an account of;
gives/offers no account of;
does not take into account

cannot account for; does not
account; has failed to account; did
not account for

6

rather than base/basing

rather than make/making

7

are constantly in danger/at
risk; constantly run the risk

constantly live with the risk

8

made a request for

sent (out) a request
for/regarding; put out a request
for; filed a request for

9

can/will be implemented;
are (going) to be
implemented

will be implemented
somewhere between; for doctors
will be implemented
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should be built

always got judged;
was/got judged by (the)
people;
was always judged by
people;
always was judged (AmE);
was always getting judged

was sometimes/(very)
often/frequently judged;
always felt judged;
constantly/always became
judged;
had/has (always) been judged;
is always judged;
was getting judged;
was judged_ (för få ord)

are constantly in risk; are
constantly afraid; constantly take
the risk
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